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CHAPTER 25:  EPILOGUE 

 Way back in the Introduction, I remarked that the vast majority of folks who appeared in 

this memoir have (probably) now left us, and that I’m one of the few characters left standing on 

stage. I apologize that this epilogue must be somewhat longer than earlier chapters, but it is a 

survey of my seven years in DC. That’s a serious assignment to review everybody in my story up 

to that time 40+ years ago when I walked out of the Four Bells without looking back. 

 

THE FEW SURVIVORS: 

 Of the inner circle in my old geisha household on Rhode Island Avenue, I’m happy to 

report that the Lous are still kicking. Big Lou, almost as old as I, is still living in his house on Q 

Street and still busy with “fixing” it up. He’s been in good health all these decades and active in 

community life in the gentrifying 14th Street corridor, but he seems never to have found a 

relationship going where he wanted it to go. I wonder where ours would’ve gone… Lou tells me 

I wouldn’t recognize the old neighborhood anymore, but I’ve seen a lot on the Internet about the 

urban revitalization, and none of it surprises me. 

 Still a lot younger than I, of course, Li’Lou lives now in Rochester NY, and he’s had a 

full gay life lo these many decades. His health and family relationships have been difficult, but 

now in his early 60s with some longer-term loves under his belt, he’s still hoping for romance. 

Li’Lou helped remind me of the gay DC places like the Frat House that I’d so utterly forgotten, 

and he was thrilled to be reminded about that Israeli soldier Jakov he met in Marietta. 

 Meanwhile, I was thrilled to discover recently that my old conductor friend Benton is still 

active in his retirement, also in Rochester, though troubled to learn that he is now coping with 

age-related disabilities. Benton was a huge comfort and support to me in New York in the early 

80s letting me live in his great apartment in the Oliver Cromwell on West 72nd Street. We lost 

touch in the mid-90s when he became a professor at a prestigious music school and I a plant 

vendor. When I googled him this year, he sounded exactly the same with the same sparkling wit. 

He was still in touch with the East Indian fellow Vishwas (Vic) he’d met at the Four Bells, who 

became an extraordinarily successful internet entrepreneur and long-time survivor of AIDS and 

now lives in the DC area. 

 I’m still in touch with my old boss Ann from OPERA America and her former husband 

Robert. For a few months in Denver in 1982 I worked with the two of them at the Central City 

Opera, and many years later (long after their divorce), Ann and I tried to retrieve the history of 

OPERA America in the 70s for the organization’s 50th anniversary celebration. 

 In 2017, Ann attended my show of Aztec icons, and I was pleased to edit her memoir of 

her career in the arts. Now Ann lives in Vallejo CA and volunteers on archive work with the San 

Francisco Opera. It’s a wonder to me that the “dark-haired woman” my Robert saw in the Tarot 

cards in 1973 is still such a vital and interesting part of my life (though now a blond). Through 

her, I’ve kept in touch with her Robert, who still lives in their wonderful house on O Street 

across from the Iowa and keeps me informed on activities around Logan Circle. 

# 

THE FAMILY TREE: 

 I can happily announce many close relatives are still living. My first wife Barbara has 

long been divorced from Jack and lives still in Gainesville FL, a retired school superintendent, 

and her sister Martha lives in DC with her second husband, a sweet Cuban fellow named Al. In 

the next generation, my daughters Jake and Aimée have both borne me grandsons, and my step-

son John spawned a lovely step-granddaughter. Thus the dynasty grows. 
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           The family’s first lost was dear Papa. In May of 1981, 

while I was en route to my first summer working at the Santa 

Fe Opera, Dr. Robert Judson Niess poetically died of a heart 

attack on the library steps at Duke University. His death 

grieved me sorely. His widow Nana (Big Martha) moved to 

Gainesville to be near Barbara and her bunch. Nana and my 

mother Yvonne were the two matriarchs of our clan, fixtures at 

the high school and college graduations, weddings, and 

holidays. In this photo, they are in Santa Fe at my daughter 

Aimée’s wedding in 1997, and they came to Atlanta in early 

    Nana and Mother in Santa Fe, 1997    2000 for Jake’s extra-legal wedding to a woman. 

 In the fall of 2000, my sister Judy decided to stop fighting her cancer (5 rounds of chemo 

with relapses). My brother-in-law Rob asked me to come be with 

her, which turned out to be giving her hospice care—along with 

my mother, Rob, and her lovely daughter Jennifer. It was a deeply 

moving experience, living with and getting close to a family I’d 

barely known before. Judith Ann Burz peacefully passed away in 

her beloved farmhouse in golden October. Meanwhile, Nana was 

overtaken by advanced age and moved into a luxurious assisted 

living facility. Turning 90 in the fall of 2001, she did well until 

later 2002 when an episode put her into the hospital, where she 

suffered a traumatic fall. I flew to Florida to see her, and only a 

few days later, Martha Niess died. Over several years the family 

grew new branches, but then my dear friend and sibling-in-law 

Harold Gene Moss, my neighbor in the Iowa during the late 70s—

who simply wouldn’t quit smoking—finally and painfully died of 

it. Our founding Seattle four from 1964 has now come down to 

just Barbara, Martha, and me. After nearly 60 years, it's a miracle 

  Judy on Mother’s Porch, 1990s     there are three of us still kicking. 

 Dramatically surviving Hurricane Katrina in 2005, my 

mother Yvonne stayed with me in Santa Fe for a while, and I took 

her home to Metairie to find that her little house had miraculously 

survived. She had her 90th birthday in 2009, still in hale and hearty 

health. Though having lost a lung to passive smoke, she was still 

an avid square-dancer. I’d visited her often after Judy’s death and 

spent the winter of 2010-11 in New Orleans with her, meeting her 

many friends at social events. 

 At the end of July 2012 and the end of my fiscal rope (with 

Farmers Market business dead in the water), I staged a 3-day yard 

sale with everything I owned piled out in the yard. That Friday 

morning Mother called to say that she was sick and needed help. I 

was frantic to sell the stuff to pay my rent. My niece Jennifer said 

she’d fly to New Orleans right away to help Mother, and then I’d 

fly down on Monday. But instead, Jennifer packed Mother up and  

       Mother in 2011 (at 92) took her off to Rochester on Sunday. 
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 Mother had accepted that she couldn’t live on her own anymore, and she didn’t want to 

live in rural New Mexico with me, especially with the altitude and her breathing problem. So, I 

spent three weeks in the August heat arranging her “estate” sale of absolutely everything, putting 

the house on the market, and then driving her car to Rochester with what she wanted to keep. 

Then early in January 2013, Jennifer called to say that Mother had fallen seriously ill and was in 

the hospital with internal bleeding. She didn’t expect Gramma to last very long. I arrived just as 

Mother came back from the hospital in apparently stable but poor condition. She said she was 

ready to go no matter what, and I stayed for several weeks helping with her hospice care. On the 

evening of March 2, as I sat holding her comatose hand, Mother gasped and was gone. I became 

Trustee of the Yvonne Trinité Tapp Family Trust, and my share of her annuities allowed me to 

retire with a small income, free to focus on my writing and art. 

# 

CHARACTERS LOST TO HISTORY: 

 The characters who simply left the stage of this memoir are myriad, often simply friends 

but mostly amorous encounters of some sort, and many like “ships passing in the night.” From 

the following list of my geisha society in DC, I’ve omitted some whose fates I noted in the text, 

several who performed only cameo roles, and some who didn’t even appear in the program. If 

somebody happens to read this memoir, recognizes themself, and wants to get in touch, they can 

always google me. In past years I’ve met gentlemen of a certain age who recall attending an 

elegant dinner party in the 70s at a grand gay household at Logan Circle. I’d love to hear from 

others who recall the Four Bells. 

 

* Ginger, the FBI chemist, who welcomed Chas and me to DC, faded out of my life as soon 

as I moved to Logan Circle. But she got in email touch back in the 90s to say hello and after my 

response, disappeared once more. 

* John, the Marine sergeant, who’d once been Chas’s lover, also faded out of my life in 

later years, though he continued his conducting career. Decades later I got word from someone 

that he had passed on, which was to be expected since he was already several years older than I. 

* After a couple sweet letters, Gypsy, my first brief paramour in DC, moved on in his 

career as an artist somewhere, and since I don’t know his real name, I can’t even search Google. 

* My amorous barber Emerson, who soon left town, I discovered through Google had lived 

to a fair old age and deceased in the mid-20-teens. 

* Ginger’s friend George, for whom I house-sat a few weeks on Constitution Avenue, also 

was left behind, and much later Chas wrote me that he’d drunk himself to death, as so many do. 

* Don, my old lover from Ann Arbor dissertation days, left in a huff and disappeared—

only to reappear nearly 25 years later. While I was working at the College of Santa Fe, a letter 

came from someone with his name, indeed the same Don. Without a job, he moved to Santa Fe, 

and I tried to help him get settled. What he’d really wanted was for me to take him in and take 

care of him, but I refused—and he moved on, incensed this time, never to be heard from again. 

* My other former lover, the playwright Steve from New Orleans, also left me in a huff. Ie 

failed to find him through Google because with a common surname, he was a needle in a 

haystack. I sadly have found him on an early block of the AIDS quilt (#0690). 

* Blond Robert, who moved in with me at John’s and on Independence Avenue and gave 

me that spot-on Tarot reading, had little to do with me after he left, except through his brief 

(possibly romantic) relationship with Chas. After he moved to San Francisco, I got one letter 
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from him, enjoyed a visit much later, and heard occasional mention of him from Chas. Then 

silence… Since he lived there and then, I fear he fell victim to the plague. 

* My dear Polish co-worker Rysza and his beautiful girl-friend Angelia were splendid 

straight friends. I pray they went on to exciting lives and wish the same for Prince Yuri. 

* Beloved Lewis and Carolyn have unfortunately disappeared. After their split, Lewis lived 

alone in Old One-and-Two for several years and apparently finally sold it. In the mid-90s, 

Carolyn suddenly showed up in Santa Fe with Hugo in an enormous RV, and after a short visit, 

they took off, never to be heard from again. 

* Our first rental Princess, Patrick, left us to live with Christian. After he helped Charles 

and me organize the sale of the Four Bells, we lost touch. But in the late 90s, I got an email from 

him wondering if I was the same fellow… I replied enthusiastically, but he never followed up. 

* Princess Jim lived for a long while at the Four Bells and then moved on to his own place 

and an important advertising job. Apart from his showing up for All Souls’ Day parties, I never 

saw him again and can only hope he thrives somewhere. 

* The Cuban fellow with the cocker spaniel, Gabriel/Rick was a joy for a couple nights, but 

then he was gone with the wind. May he be living long. 

* The motorcycle guy Mickey from Mardi Gras got what he was bargaining for several 

times and then faded away like a lascivious dream into dawn. Bless him. 

* Our new princess, David with the dog, also spent a long while at the Four Bells before 

moving on, eventually out of town. I was pleased to be kept on his Christmas card list for some 

decades with newsy letters about his lover and their dogs, and I always reciprocated. But 

somewhere around 2010, there were no more cards, which did not bode well. 

* My fellow waiter Mark and I never made it to bed, but we must have had a good 

connection because about 15 years ago I got an email from him (having come across my website) 

with good memories and wishes. He never followed up on my affectionate response. 

* The married lighting designer with the Bolshoi Opera, Marty, was a wonderful affair 

during that gig, but after letters of tentative hope, we lost touch. I hope he had a long career. 

* After my close-call infatuation with fellow waiter Tony and his departure for Guatemala, 

I got one postcard from there. I truly wonder if he ever found happiness—with woman or man. 

* The artist Cary escaped from my sorcery, but I never escaped his artistic spell. I hope he 

has lived long enough to eventually believe in his art. I have… 

* I’ve already written enough about the shameless affair with Panamaniac Giovanni. I can’t 

express my sadness that we lost touch. I hope his marriage and career have been long and happy. 

* New geisha Rob didn’t live with us very long before moving into his own gay household 

on 12th Street, but I’ve heard that he soon sold the place. I hope he’s been luckier than most. 

* There’s nothing more I can add to my long romance with Chi and its protracted finale. I 

do wonder what he’s made of his life. I can’t find his long Vietnamese name on Google. 

* My Native American trick Arturo in Santa Fe disappeared, but we may have crossed 

paths in later years without recognizing each other—if he was also lucky. 

* Sweet Tom, the wounded Vietnam veteran, and I were close geisha friends. After many 

years I got word from someone that he had died, I believe of AIDS. 

* While Giovanni’s young cousin Rene visited several times and kept in touch in between, 

when he left for SUNY-Purchase, he also disappeared. I can only hope for the best for him. 

* The affectionate neighbors Jimmy and his friend Joe (as well as the later boorish Bill) 

eventually drifted away into their own lives and houses. May they have avoided the plague. 
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* I met Randy in his cowboy boots and tuxedo at the Met, and we exchanged letters for 

more than a year. I hope his theatrical career flourished, but I fear for his fate. 

* The Dutch back-packer Franz was a beautiful interlude, and I wish we’d kept up. I looked 

him up on Google and am fairly sure he’s now an ophthalmologist in Antwerp. Good for him. 

* Next-door neighbors Mike and Ed (as well as nearby Eric) were soon swallowed up with 

work on their houses. I have no idea how long they hung on to their houses but would bet they 

soon sold to wealthy new gentry. May they have survived… 

* New geisha Russ stayed at the Four Bells for a good while, and I was sad that his health 

problems took him home to his parents. I heard that he’d passed away a few years later. 

* Nic, whom I met in the Chicago airport, was a delicious adventure, but the circle of his 

household on Kalorama Road and mine didn’t overlap. I hope he has avoided the plague. 

* After I left tall, raven-haired David with his new job in Miami, we never communicated 

again. Some years ago, I located him with another opera company, but I didn’t try to re-connect. 

* Will, the singer from San Francisco, I remember fondly, and I wonder why we never kept 

in touch later. I’ve just found his block (#3562) on the AIDS quilt—which says it all. 

* The two boys in Toronto, John and Brian, were definitely ships passing in the night. We 

made no efforts even to exchange addresses. I hope they’re still well but fear… 

* Though he visited a few times, Paul from New York soon forgot about me and vice versa. 

I truly hope he and Rene connected and saved each other from the coming plague. 

* Gary-Two kept in touch briefly after he moved to San Francisco. I’ve now found his 

name in the very first block of the AIDS quilt (#0001)—with all that implies. 

* Charles’s old lover Ric kept in loose touch after his helpful visit, and in 1983 my new 

lover and I visited him and his new lover in Kentucky for a few days. Then nothing, till in the 

later 90s I got an email from him asking if I was the same guy. I again responded enthusiastically 

but got no response. Since he was some years older than I, I expect he soon deceased. 

* Fellow-camper Phil was an intense lover for a fair long time, but when he found a new 

age-appropriate lover, we lost touch. May they have escaped the awful fate of the 80s. 

* The Venezuelan banker Carlos was a wonderful diversion but went back to Caracas and 

got married. I assume and trust he has lived to a fine old age with many descendants. 

 Though we only lived a block apart, after dropping this old man, young Kirk moved on. I 

truly hope he lived long and prospered. 

* The Santa Fe overnights with Jonnie the cook and Marcel the architect led to no further 

contact. May they both have lived as wonderfully long as I. 

# 

IN MEMORIAM: 

* Charles Lee Sens. When we met in the fall of 1962 in the Gin Mill, he went by the name 

of Lee, and we were carousing buddies there for the rest of my wild time in New Orleans 

(detailed in my novel DIVINE DEBAUCH). Lee was the only person from that time with whom 

I kept up a faithful correspondence for the six years of my trauma of going back into the closet in 

Seattle, my wedded tribulation in Ann Arbor, and my second coming out in Milwaukee. 

 On my sentimental journey back to New Orleans in 1970 with my new lover Ken 

(narrated in LORD WIND), Lee and I finally saw each other again. He subsequently became 

good friends with Ken and was my main social support in my second sojourn in that city. Lee 

also got involved in my mother’s life, giving her refuge when she was abandoned by my step-

father in 1973, and then took me along on his move to Washington DC, at which point he 

became known as Chas. 
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 Through the seven years covered by this memoir, Chas and I remained closest friends. 

When I left DC in 1980 for work in New York, I’m afraid we drifted apart for many years. It was 

only in the late 90’s when Chas got back in touch with me and invited me to visit him in DC 

where he was still living in comfortable security as the Opera Reference Librarian of Congress. 

He’d just “graduated” from AA, ending long years of alcoholism that had almost ruined his life 

and career, and we celebrated accordingly. 

 A year or two later, I visited Chas again to celebrate his retirement from the Library, and 

after that he made annual trips to Santa Fe to visit me and take me to the Santa Fe Opera seasons, 

which I could personally never have afforded. Being a gourmet chef, he cooked his poor old 

plant-seller friend some fabulous meals. His years of alcoholism had unfortunately undermined 

his health seriously, and in the summer of 2004, just before that opera season, Chas passed away 

from a heart attack. Apart from my high school best buddy Dennis and my beloved La Casa 

dance partner Jane, he was my longest-term friend—for 42 years. 

 

* Charles Albert Herrington. I first got to know Charles at Tulane in 1963, probably that 

spring when I as the “queer cashier” became a social magnet for gay boys at school. Charles and 

most of the others were high-class young queens, hanging out at Dixie’s and Lafitte’s, while I 

was a lowlife slut in the sailor bars on Decatur Street. (Again, see DIVINE DEBAUCH.) 

      After graduation in 1964, I went to Seattle for grad school (See 

THERE WAS A SHIP.), and incredibly handsome Charles went 

elsewhere to study. Pursuing our own lives, we didn’t keep in touch 

at all, but while I was at a convention in Chicago in early 1969 

looking for a teaching job, I bumped into Charles on an elevator, and 

we kept in touch afterwards. When I decided in early 1973 to return 

to Ann Arbor to (unsuccessfully) finish my dissertation (See LORD 

WIND.), Charles was living there with his lover Ric, and they took 

me in for my two months of scholarly drudgery. 

       In short, that’s how Charles and I wound up as platonic mind-

mates and co-owners of the Four Bells for the seven wonderful years 

covered by this memoir. His tragic mental breakdown and eventual 

departure for California ended the glory years of our glamorous  

  Charles at Graduation, 1964     geisha household. 

 We kept in good touch after he left, his letters usually long, wandering essays on his 

depression and confusion which I could do little to assuage. I believe it was in the summer of 

1984 when he came to visit me in Santa Fe, seeming in good spirits but considerably more 

“hippie-dippie” than before. What I’ll always remember about that visit was that he’d brought 

along an African Grey parrot—that escaped to an inevitable doom in the desert hills. 

 Along with frequent letters from his mother Julie, our letters continued through his wild 

ups and downs, including a diagnosis with AIDS. In one of the ups, he disappeared into the 

jungles of Mesoamerica for months. In the late 80s, Charles went into a tailspin when Julie died, 

and his father Bob (who had saved my life!) started writing me on his own with more details as 

his son deteriorated further. In late 1993 Bob wrote that Charles had passed away on a park 

bench in Balboa Park, a lethal combination of AIDS and an overdose of crack cocaine. I 

mourned him sorely, incredulous that someone so splendid could come to such an inglorious 

pass. That year Bob also died, a dear man who’d lost his entire family. 
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* Kenneth Lynn Thoenes. I met Ken in Milwaukee in July 1970 when my wife Barbara 

took the kids for a summer at Lake Lugano (as detailed in LORD WIND)—because my ice cube 

leapt into his lap. Thus began the most formative love affair in my life. I facilitated his move to 

New Orleans (where he met my friend Lee), and we remained long-distance lovers. Then I 

moved there too the next fall. Our affair ended when he left for grad school in Baton Rouge, but 

our love continued. When he got his Library Science degree, he also moved to Washington DC 

(as narrated in this memoir) and bought a house just down Q Street from Big Lou—where Chas 

became his tenant—and was a frequent visitor at the Four Bells. A few years later, my Ken 

moved to a place in Alexandria, but we kept in close touch. 

 When I moved away to New York and ultimately to Santa 

Fe, we also stayed in contact, and when he retired in the mid-90s, 

Ken moved back to New Orleans. As I often visited Mother there, 

over the next several years I also got to see him frequently and 

often went out with him to his favorite leather bars on Esplanade, 

though by then I wasn’t much of a bar-person in general and 

definitely not a leather type in particular. Nor did I share much of 

his lackadaisical lifestyle, like his fascination with a wall-sized 

TV screen and high-def sports games. But then I was a rural hick 

from backwoods New Mexico. Nevertheless, we shared enduring 

affection and connection. 

 On one of my trips to see Mother in 2002, Ken came out to 

Metairie with me. They’d known each other since the early 70s, 

and she celebrated his visit by taking us out into the back yard 

and taking pictures. The one with the two of us was horribly out  

  Ken in Mothers Back Yard, 2002   of focus, but she did a lot better with this shot of Ken alone. A 

few years later, Ken got tired of the weirdness of New Orleans and moved away to Pensacola FL 

where he settled down into a little suburban house and started growing orchids. 

 In the summer of 2008 on a long driving trip looking for some place to move (which 

would be amenable for farming), I dropped in on Ken and stayed for a couple days. Frankly, I 

was appalled at the utter chaos in which he was living, his house crammed with useless stuff and 

falling apart, his yard, greenhouse, and swimming pool choked in a jungle of vines and weeds. (It 

reminded me of his hoarder Aunt Alice I’d met in Milwaukee.) But he wasn’t at all concerned or 

embarrassed about the ruination—or have any particular plans or goals for the future. When I 

left, I encouraged him to fix things up but sensed that he just didn’t care anymore. 

 In later letters he had little to say about anything, and then in early 2012, I got an email 

from his brother Gary in Wisconsin (an old friend since the Milwaukee years) to tell me that Ken 

was up there in the hospital, having collapsed with a terrible neurological disorder. Apparently 

Ken became violently aggressive to his caregivers and had to be heavily sedated, which basically 

made him incommunicado. In only a few months Gary wrote that my old lover had passed away. 

It was a terrible grief for me, but right then was when I got the call from Mother asking for help, 

and that took all my attention. I wrote to Gary later but never heard more from him. 

 I may be interpreting, but the last time I saw Ken on the street in front of his house, I had 

the distinct impression that I’d never see him again. I’d said I intended to live for at least another 

30 years, and he declared that he was going to do the same—but I could tell he’d never manage. 

We were only in our mid-60s then, and he at least made it to 70. 
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* Kenneth Henley Hirschbein. No long after I left Ken in New Orleans and returned to 

Milwaukee to split with Barbara and resume teaching at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 

I met the ballet dancer Kenny, my first romantic connection ever in a purely social situation (not 

a gay bar). He was taking classes in the UWM dance department. I was smitten the moment I 

laid eyes on him. A week later at another party when he turned twenty-two, in appreciation of 

my silly birthday gift, Kenny kissed me in the back yard, and the jig was up. 

 The next several months were an idyll, the most romantic love affair in my life—until he 

went off to American Ballet Theatre School in New York. In fact, I could very well have gone 

with him too, but my tragic inaction is amply, if insufficiently, explained in my second memoir, 

LORD WIND. Instead, I lived as a single guy and had to be satisfied with his visits—like going 

together to Mardi Gras. After he gave up on ABT and tried to find theater jobs, we spent a 

dissolute summer week together in Milwaukee. 

 Throughout the 70s with me in DC and him in New York, Kenny and I visited frequently 

with continuing loving affection (as detailed in this memoir). He soon left ballet and began 

working on Broadway, early on in “Fiddler on the Roof” and later in a wide range of shows, 

including touring productions. While he was away on one of them in 1975, I lived in his lovely 

apartment for 6 weeks, almost as good as being with him. Most of the time I lived in New York 

in 1980-81, Kenny was also on tour somewhere with his lover Fred, so we saw too little of each 

other. For a while I even lived in Fred’s place in Hell’s Kitchen like a real New Yorker. 

          When I moved off to New Mexico, we kept in close 

touch by letter but only saw each other the few times I was 

able to travel across the country, each visit a splendid time 

together in his tiny apartment with his pet pugs. His stage 

work continued in all kinds of shows, some of which I was 

able to see. For a while in the mid-80s, he was a chorus-boy 

in “Can-Can,” which he was very proud of. It must have 

been right around then that this iconic publicity shot of my 

forever love was taken. (It’s a recent gift to me from a fellow 

who was very close to Kenny in high school and who finally 

identified for me my dancer’s mystery first lover.) 

        In the later 80s, to our horror but by then scarcely a 

surprise, my Kenny contracted AIDS, and his strength 

unnaturally declined. To keep on working in his beloved 

theatre, he trained to be a hairdresser for shows. I was able to 

visit once, I think in 1987, and found him and looking drawn  

  Kenny in the Mid-80s             but in good spirits and very hopeful about new medications. 

 My next trip was to DC in early 1991 for some family affair, and my Kenny and I had 

planned to see each other too. But in our recent letters and phone conversations, he hadn’t told 

me how seriously ill he was, and when I called to get together, he was gone. He passed away in 

his apartment on April 14, 1991. Forever was over. 

 I had of course heard about the AIDS quilt in the late 80s and was deeply moved by the 

memorial gesture to all those plague victims. By the time Kenny died, I didn’t even think about 

making a block for it. Now I’ve found his block on it (#2243) and wish I could have made a 

more beautiful one for him. But I hope the vivid memories I’ve written about in my second 

memoir LORD WIND and those in this third will be a better memorial to my beloved faun. 
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* John O. Crosby. When I met John through OPERA America in 1976, he was a dignified 

older man (by some 15 years) and as President of the organization 

worked closely with me, particularly around Board meetings. In such 

sessions, I always sat on his left taking my shorthand notes (with Ann 

as Executive Director on his right). Often he’d lean over and advise 

me that some director’s ranting was irrelevant. Seeing each other at 

several meetings a year, our friendly professional relationship soon 

grew to an amiable personal friendship. 

      At the time, I didn’t think twice about getting “involved” with a 

professional colleague. Our friendship and my geisha calling led to 

my occasional sleep-overs at his elegant New York townhouse and 

his visits for dinner at my even more elegant Four Bells. I was aware 

of John’s penchant for cute young guys and grateful for his interest in  

     John in 1976          anyone as old (and jaded) as I. 

 Taking pride in overcoming my own aversion to older men, I exercised my geisha virtues 

of compassion and charity by consoling John’s obvious loneliness in his fame as a great opera 

director and conductor. Not one to be impressed by fame (or fortune), I think my nonchalance 

was a relief for John after all the sycophants and slavish admirers. It puzzled me at the time why 

John showed no interest in or approval for my work on the translation of “Joan of Arc,” though I 

knew he didn’t care for opera in translation or for director Lotfi Mansouri. 

 Early on John started asking me to come to work with him with the Santa Fe Opera, but I 

refused, being quite happy with my geisha life in DC. When I eventually did come to work with 

him in the fall of 1980, John showed me a totally different face. Maybe it was my telling him 

shortly before in Santa Fe that when I was working for him, I’d have to stop my geisha services. 

Or maybe it was because I gave (platonic) refuge to his new (cute young) cook when he kicked 

him out. In any case, John showed me his true self, one I’d never suspected but which explained 

his disdain for my work on Joan—a sociopathic tyrant who held everyone in utter contempt. 

Anyone who worked for him was beneath even that. This was my first time ever to encounter 

such a pathological narcissist but unfortunately not my last. 

 With professional rigor and detachment, I worked through the 1981 summer season, 

resigning in November to take a job with Central City Opera. John took my resignation as a 

betrayal, and thenceforth he wanted nothing to do with me. Each year I’d send a card in May 

welcoming him back to Santa Fe for the season, but he’d never respond. My old friends in the 

company said I was at the top of his black list, but it made little difference to my new career to 

live under Crosby’s curse. When I’d go to the opera, I’d maybe see him conducting in the 

orchestra pit, but I felt nothing about that shameful episode in my past life, not even regret. 

 I hardly noticed when he retired, and I learned only much later that he’d passed away in 

Palm Springs in December of 2002 of a ruptured appendix. I didn’t grieve. As a matter of fact, I 

was amazed that he’d lived that long, considering his notorious alcoholism and degenerate life-

style. I do have to thank John for several things though, first for the stylish summer sojourns at 

the Opera Ranch where I enjoyed red-headed cellists and other elite amenities. He also made it 

possible for me to live in fancy New York with Central Park as my front yard and provided me a 

great apartment in beautiful Tesuque for the summer of 1981 with a wonderful new lover. 

 I also learned from John Crosby that the wealthy and famous aren’t necessarily good or 

nice people. And being good and nice sure hasn’t brought me any wealth or fame. 
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* Philip C. Ritterbush. In late 1976, Phil Ritterbush came on Charles’s invitation to one of 

our Supper Club dinners at the Four Bells, an interesting fellow 

also interested in my geisha services. Some years older than I, 

he was a Rhodes scholar and Yale grad, a former big shot with 

the Smithsonian Institution, and author of books on the history 

of science. At dinner, he entertained us grandly with exciting 

descriptions of explorations on glaciers on Baffin Island and 

climbing Andean peaks in Colombia. 

      After visiting my begonia collection and spending the 

night in my jungle, Phil sent me a tremendously polite note of 

thanks “for a very civilized evening; it is no mean feat to keep a 

well-set table going in today’s jungles of individualism and 

naturalism, and the candlelight and classical music carried it to 

a plane of distinction!” In a second card, he remarked that he 

“would like very much to become better acquainted” and asked 

that I give him a call if my commitments left me “a suitable  

      Phil on a Baffin Island Glacier       opportunity.” As a busy geisha, I didn’t normally call my guests 

afterwards, and so I made no effort to get better acquainted. 

 Over the next few years, Phil may have come again to dinner at the Four Bells, and he 

occasionally invited me to dinner at his house in Virginia—where he lived with assorted young 

gay guys in the style of my famous geisha household. On each occasion, he was sure to suggest a 

romantic liaison, but I wasn’t attracted to his mature sophistication and was shy of sharing his 

interest in adventures in dangerous places. So when I left for New York, our contacts ceased. 

 Curious about Phil’s fate, I recently googled him and discovered in the Necrology from 

Yale University (with no details provided) that Phil died on January 1, 1987, in Colombia. That 

ceremonious date suggests he may have perished of some fatal mishap on a mountaineering trip 

to an Andean peak. He always liked to celebrate holidays with a dramatic adventure. 

 

* James Ireland. When I met Jim in Santa Fe in 1978, he wasn’t yet a professional 

colleague, and I had no compunction about sleeping with him. 

Having already violated that taboo with John, when Jim went to 

work with the NEA, I didn’t hesitate to have an affair with him. 

Our liaison continued for over a year at his convenience and 

occasionally disrupted my geisha activities. When Jim took a job 

with the Houston Grand Opera, I was not a little relieved. 

 We corresponded regularly for some years, and he only 

complained a few times about the frustrating pressures of working 

under a tyrannical director we both knew through OPERA 

America. In 1984, Jim came to Santa Fe for the opera season 

(without inviting me to any of the performances), and we got 

together for a companionable sightseeing drive, I believe to the 

scenic little western town of Cerrillos. He was pleasant to me but 

now a total stranger in his own world, especially since I was now 

out of the opera business and in a romantic relationship. 

 For another spate of years we kept each other on our  

              Jim in Orlando                Christmas card lists with best wishes and no news. That connection 
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ended with the decade. A few years later I learned through my old channels that Jim had struck 

off on his own and become the director of the Orlando Opera (now Opera Orlando) in Florida, 

and I was pleased that he found a nest “in the field.” I’d kept an online eye on his seasons and 

learned recently that he’d passed away. There was no information on why his artistic career 

ended. Though merely his discarded mistress from the long past, I was touched and saddened. 

 

* Thomas R. Rowe. After our few months of professional friendship (with that single 

unprofessional escapade in Santa Fe), and a close personal friendship of socializing and running 

together, Tom and I didn’t really keep in touch when he went back to his agent business in New 

York. We only heard vaguely about each other through our mutual friendship with Benton. 

Remembering his incredible care-giving to old Billy Cole, I kept a warm regard for Tom the 

while as the most compassionate and charitable person I’d ever met. Several years later I learned 

that he and Benton were sharing an apartment, and on a trip for my daughter Aimée’s graduation 

in 1989 from Boston University, I stopped by New York to visit them briefly. I was devastated to 

find poor Tom suffering from AIDS—in the later, debilitating stages of the disease. Benton 

hadn’t had the heart to break the news to me beforehand. Terribly pale and weak, Tom was 

understandably withdrawn, a mere shadow of his former robust self. Only a few months after I 

went home to New Mexico, my dear Boss-man was gone. 

 

* George Lamont Mancuso. When I caught sight of George by that store at the South Rim 

of the Grand Canyon, I regretfully continued on my way toward Flagstaff, and we never wrote to 

each other again. We followed our separate life paths, and through the decades after, I wondered 

what became of my canyon-friend. I went back there several times but never saw him anywhere. 

 Recently I did a Google search on George and discovered an essay from 2002 by Alain 

Briot, a nature photographer, paying homage to him. I learned  that George had spent the rest of 

his life centered around our canyon, hiking, photographing, and selling stunning photographs as 

postcards (an enormous market!) and gorgeous posters of views from various rim points. Alain 

knew George well—and wrote about the circumstances of our friend’s fate. 

 On August 8, 2001, George and his frequent companion Linda Brehmer hiked, not for the 

first time, a rough route called the Salt Trail starting on the Navajo side of the Little Colorado 

Gorge down to the river level to the Emerald Pool. 

There they were caught by surprise by a massive 

flash flood that raced through the narrow gorge 

with foaming mud, tree trunks and other debris. 

Retreat up the slopes of the boulder-strewn gorge 

was impossible. Linda's body was found just a few 

meters downstream from the Emerald Pool, but 

George's body was carried six miles downstream 

to the confluence of the Little Colorado and the 

Colorado and buried under sand and debris, close 

by the swift current of the river that had carved his 

beloved Grand Canyon. 

 Of all George’s exquisite Grand Canyon posters, his most famous was his shot above of 

The Confluence with the blue Little Colorado flowing into the brown Colorado. I have no doubt 

that the slope in the foreground was where he came to ground. George was 46. 
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* Guy Clinton McElroy. When Guy saw me off on the train to New York, we parted not 

as lovers but as dear friends, and he went back to his Charles. We kept in touch after, brief notes 

and holiday greetings, and in 1984 I went to DC and stayed at his apartment, his relationship 

with Charles having gone platonic. In 1985 he visited me, and we went to the Puye Cliff 

Dwellings—where he climbed a scary high ladder up the cliff face. 

 
    Spring, 1981            Winter, 1982         Summer, 1985 

 In August 1987, Guy visited me again in the company of a cute German fellow named 

Michael. After seeing the sights of Santa Fe, they took off driving to go to the Grand Canyon (on 

my enthusiastic recommendation). That afternoon, with Michael driving and Guy napping, just 

as they topped the Continental Divide at a curve on I-40, they had an awful accident—the car 

rolled several times. Michael was fine, but Guy’s neck was broken, paralyzing him totally. 

 Guy was airlifted first to a hospital in Gallup and shortly to 

one in Albuquerque, where he lay immobile for a couple weeks 

while I drove down each day to be with him for what emotional 

support I could offer. Michael, miserably guilt-ridden, went back 

to DC for his doctoral program at the U of Maryland and lobbied 

frantically with the DC Mayor, Marion Barry, for help. The Mayor 

arranged to fly Guy home for unsuccessful treatment, and Michael 

wrote me often about caring for our paralyzed friend. 

 It was only several months later when Guy regained limited 

motion of his left hand. Meanwhile, Michael wrote me about his 

own agony as Guy begged him to help him kill himself. Michael 

simply couldn’t… The next spring I made it to DC to see my Guy, 

who could now move his arm (with an appliance) to feed himself. 

His anguish was palpable as I embraced his inert body and grieved  

         Guy in Early 1990  that my fastidious, athletic beloved was reduced now to depending 

on others to clean and dress him, lay him in bed and lift him out again into a wheelchair. By that 

summer, Michael had finished his degree and had to go home to Germany, leaving Guy to the 

care of professional nurses. I’ve often wondered how he has managed emotionally since. 

 All I could do after that was talk with Guy on the phone to follow his desperate progress, 

and there was some of a dramatic, heroic sort. He never gained much more mobility in his left 

hand, but while quadriplegic, he managed to attend classes and earn a doctorate in Art History 

from the U of Maryland. Guy went on from that feat to curate a show through the Corcoran 

Gallery of Art (which also showed at the Brooklyn Museum) called “Facing History: The Black 

Image in American Art 1710-1940.” It was generously reviewed by TIME Magazine (January 

29, 1990) and ART NEWS (Summer, 1990), the photo above taken from that latter article. While 

the show was up, in the midst of his fame, my Guy died of pulmonary thrombosis. 
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* Peter Snell. After helping me clear the Four Bells out with huge rummage sale, my serial 

visitor from Denver and final geisha guest, historic architect Peter, went home, and we kept in 

close touch while I was in New York. When I moved to 

Denver in December 1981, Peter helped me shop around 

for house, a little 2/3-scale Queen Anne place on Ogden 

Street, and advised on the extensive restoration work it 

needed. It was great having a local friend in the new city, 

and the bunch of us made frequent outings for picnics and 

sunbathing. In his professional capacity, Peter inspected 

the old opera house in Central City, advising that it would 

     Peter at a Picnic in the Park, 1982  eventually fall into the river, but it didn’t. 

 In the mid-80s, Peter moved to Los Angeles to advance his architectural career and did 

well focusing on the historic bungalow style. He kept threatening to visit Santa Fe but never did 

and like so many of my friends and lovers, was taken by the plague in early 1993. 

# 

THE FATE OF THE FOUR BELLS: 

 The main character in this memoir was, of course, the Four Bells, the grand stage for us 

to play our gay roles in the geisha drama. In the early 90s, I walked by the historic place (on the 

brick sidewalk), and a young fellow came out of the basement. He advised that the owner had 

done nothing more to it than finish off his apartment. I wistfully walked on. 

 In the early years of this century, I learned that the old house was up for sale again and 

contacted the realtor who’d bought the place. He’d completed the restoration and even sent me 

pictures of his work. When he sold it in 2010 (for 10 times what we’d made), the new owner and 

I also emailed about its history. He invited me to stay there when next in town, but I don’t expect 

ever to go to DC again. Now Google reports that its tax-

assessment value is nearly 60 times what Charles and I 

paid in 1973. In its “Street View,” the stone and brick are 

now much darker, begrimed by air pollution no doubt. 

 I’d often wondered about the significance of the 

address 1320, and I’ve read now that 6 represents the heart, 

unconditional love, support, nurture, and healing, as well as 

compassion and empathy. It encourages service to others 

and emotional partnerships. That sounds right on to me. 

 Meanwhile, I’ve recognized another fateful augury 

of the 1320—which foretold my present obsession with 

things Aztec. The divinatory Aztec calendar built on 20 

“weeks” of 13 days has inspired my art ever since the late 

80s in a book (1993), a series of 20 black-and-white icons 

(2014—2020), and now my ongoing re-creation of the 

      The Four Bells  calendar pages from the ancient Aztec codices (2021—). 

 I take immeasurable comfort in the likelihood that (barring some outrageous apocalypse) 

my now 130-year-old Victorian mansion will stand for at least a few more centuries as a fitting 

memorial to our glamorous gay geisha household. And I’m immensely gratified to have at last 

completed this shameless memoir of my 1970s in DC to document the historic phenomenon I 

call the Golden Age of Gay Liberation. 

# 
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AN AFTERWORD TO MY READERS: 

 From my ancient perspective, I feel perfectly justified in calling the 1970s in DC nothing 

less than the Golden Age of Gay Liberation. 

 In my eight decades I’ve witnessed the successive ages of gay liberation. In the 1950s, 

the Gay Stone Age, when I was an adolescent unaware of being gay and imprisoned in a cave of 

superstition, no one ever “said gay” or acknowledged that alternative sexuality even existed. 

 When I came out in 1961 into the Gay Neolithic Age, I learned first thing that I was a 

despicable outlaw and lived in the French Quarter gay ghetto as a lowlife pariah, one step ahead 

of the Vice Squad, scandal, and/or jail. Moving in 1964 out of that ghetto to respectable Middle-

American Seattle coerced me into hiding and the trap of a straight marriage. 

 While I was married in the later 60s, the gay phenomenon began to break out of the box, 

most symbolically in the Stonewall Riot in 1969. After my divorce in 1970, I came out again into 

a whole new world, a Gay Age of Enlightenment when being gay was a unique mark of bravery 

and individualism, though we were still handicapped by social and legal discrimination. 

 In 1973 just as I moved there with Chas, the DC City Council passed a human rights law 

prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation and many other factors. (Then in 1977 the 

DC Human Rights Act preserved and strengthened those protections.) We gay people were 

validated at last, legalized and made part of society at large, albeit still as second-class citizens, 

and set free to live the lives we chose. 

 This sea-change brought on that Golden Age when I was no longer an outlaw, living and 

loving with grand impunity at the Four Bells. I feel terrifically privileged to have witnessed these 

early ages of Gay Liberation and hope that my novels and memoirs do them justice. 

 Calling the 1970s the Golden Age is not to detract from the early years of the 80s, which 

I choose to call the Gay Ascendancy—when we climbed to the top, profoundly shaping the arts 

and culture of the country. Just as we gay people started leading and revolutionizing society, in 

the mid-80s the AIDS plague struck, and we were literally slaughtered. 

 By some miracle or blind luck (possibly the same thing), I survived that plague, living 

through the Gay Dark Ages of the next decade. The glories of the past ages of gay liberation 

seriously faded as I bid farewell to the multitude of friends and lovers falling like flies. 

 But the seminal influence of our eviscerated gay revolution continued in American 

society through the long Gay Medieval Era and came to blossom in the new century. In 2015, the 

Supreme Court granted us full human and legal rights at last, igniting the Gay Renaissance. 

 Now I’ve just got to survive this wretched Covid pandemic and find some way to support 

the historic struggle to liberate alternative gender identity. 

April 8, 2002 

Santa Fe NM 

FINIS 

##### 

 


